Hello Sir your ascendant is Pisces and Navamsha belongs to
Aquarius rising.

NATAL CHART

NAVAMSHA

As such there is no birth time error and the given birth time can be
used for making predictions on your Horoscope.
For your information here is why I think your birth time is correct.

Your marriage date as stated by you is 28-04-2016.
On that day your 7th lord of navamsha i.e. Sun was making a
union with 7th lord of D-1 i.e. Mercury which shows that your birth
time is accurate, though still I think there is always a scope of
fixing birth time which can affect finer division charts and I will do
it as required.

MARRIAGE DAY TRANSIT AS SEEN FROM ASCENDANT

Now let's see the technical details of planets in your horoscope
which are used to make predictions in later part of the report.

JUPITER
Jupiter is lord of your ascendant and 10th house and is placed in
3rd house under aspect of 5th lord Moon.
Which means a Rajyoga is arising here due to mutual aspect of
Jupiter and Moon which are lords of 1st, 5th and 10th house.
How and when they will manifest, we will see that in later part of
the report.
Jupiter is your Putrakaraka as per Jaimini Analysis and have 5
ashtakvarga bindus.
Jupiter is placed in own sign in Pisces with Rahu in 3rd house.

VENUS
Venus is lord of 3rd and 8th house and is a malefic planet for your
horoscope.
Venus is placed in 7th house and is making a exchange with 4th
and 7th lord Mercury who is placed in 8th house with planet Sun.
Venus is also aspected by Mars from the first house and Saturn
from the 10th house.
Venus is Amatyakaraka(planet with 2nd highest degree) and have
5 ashtakvarga bindus.
In navamsha, Venus is placed in Cancer sign in 6th house.

MARS
Mars is lord of the 2nd and 9th house and is placed in Ascendant
under aspect of Venus from 7th house.
Mars have 6 ashtakvarga bindus and is ganatikaraka (planet with
6th highest degree) as per Jaimini Analysis.
In navamsha Mars is placed in 8th house in sign of Virgo with
planet Ketu.

MERCURY
Mercury is lord of 4th and 7th house and is placed in 8th house
with 6th lord Sun.
In navamsha, Mercury is placed ascendant in sign of Aquarius.
Mercury have 5 ashtakvarga bindus and is your Matrikaraka as
per Jaimini Analysis.
SUN
Sun is lord of 6th house and is placed in 8th house with Mercury.
In navamsha Sun is placed in 4th house in sign of Taurus.
Sun is your Atmakaraka (planet with highest degree) and have 4
ashtakvarga bindus.

MOON
Moon is lord of your 5th house and is placed in 9th house in sign
of Scorpio, Jupiter is aspecting Moon from the third house.

In navamsha Moon is placed in 09th house in sign of Sagittarius.
Moon have 4 ashtakvarga bindus and is your Bhartukaraka
(planet with third highest degree).

SATURN
Saturn is lord of 11th and 12th house and is placed in 10th house
in sign of Sagittarius.
In navamsha Saturn is placed in sign of Taurus in 4th house.
Saturn have 2 ashtakvarga bindus and is your darakaraka (planet
with 7th highest degree).
RAHU
Rahu is placed in 12th house in sign of Aquarius and in
navamsha is placed in Pisces with planet Jupiter.
Rahu don't have any ashtakvarga calculation and neither
represent any Karaka in Jaimini Analysis.

KETU
Ketu is placed in 6th house and in navamsha is placed in 8th
house in sign of Virgo with planet Mars.
Ketu don't have any ashtakvarga calculation and neither
represent any karaka in Jaimini Analysis.
Above information is very vital in nature and let's see how their
inter relationship is working in your horoscope.

ASHTAKVARGA SCORE OF EACH PLANET

First of all it is important to know that Mars, Jupiter and Moon are
the most auspicious planet in your Horoscope and are
interconnected with each other which means 1st, 5th and 9th
house are connected in your horoscope.

It a very auspicious combination in your horoscope and gives
auspicious results in all matters of life.
Though this positive combination is countered by the interrelation
of other malefic planets in your horoscope.
Planet Venus, Saturn, Sun are malefic planet in your horoscope
and Mercury also acts like a malefic especially for your health
because it is lord of 7th house i.e a maraka.
In your horoscope Venus is making a exchange with planet
Mercury who is making a union with planet Sun.
Which means lord of 6th, 7th and 8th house are connected with
each other, out of which Venus is aspected by Saturn whereas
Sun and Mercury is aspected by Rahu.
This combination or inter relation of malefic planets in your
horoscope is clearly countering the auspicious interelation of lord
of 1st, 5th and 9th house.In simple words your horoscope have
both positive and negative sets of planets and here running dasha
and transits are most important because dasha lord will decide
whether the positive set of negative set will be active in your life.
Also, other factors like auspicious yoga, inauspicious yoga and
revelant divisional charts will also have a say in final outcome.

SPECIAL YOGA IN YOUR HOROSCOPE

1. 4 Planets in Pushkar Navamsha.
In your Horoscope Mars, Jupiter, Sun and Rahu are in pushkar
navamsha. Pushkar Navamsha are considered as the best
portions where planets behaves auspiciously.
Planets in Pushkar Navamsha gives good results in their dasha
even if they are malefic.
You have 4 planets in Pushkar Navamsha which is not seen quite
frequesntly.
2. Neechabhanga Rajyoga.
Moon, Venus and Sun are in sign of debilitation in your
Horoscope and all are getting neechabhanga. But out of all of
them only Moon have capabilities to bless you with the good
results of Neechabhanga Rajyoga.
Currently you are in Venus- Moon and both are involved with your
Neechbhanga Rajyoga.

3. Veepreet Rajyoga.
Sun being 6th lord is placed in 8th house creates a Veepreet
Rajyoga for you. Though this placement of Sun being 6th lord can
create health issues to you.
This yoga will give you initial obstacles but success will come for
sure and will be big.
4. Gajakesari Yoga.
In your Horoscope Moon and Jupiter are in mutual aspect
relationship and thus creating a Gajakesari Yoga. Here more
important is to see that it is also a Rajyoga by 5th and 10th lord.
These three auspicious yoga were found in your horoscope and
also a rare yoga which is related with Venus is also present in
your horoscope which is as follows:
5.Rajyoga by 8th lord Venus.
As per Parashar debilitated lord of 6th, 8th or 12th house when
aspects the ascendant creates a Rajyoga.

In your Horoscope Venus is lord off 8th house and is placed in 7th
house in it sign of debilitation Virgo.
So this rare yoga is fully applicable in your Horoscope and since
you are in dasha of Venus itself you aare bound to get good
results of it.
6. Rajyoga by 5th and 10th.
5th House is house of honors and position and its relation with 10th
house is always considered in high regard. It gives one
recognition and fame.
7. Apart from these powerful yoga and there are some other
important yoga present in your Horoscope and they are as
follows.
7.1: Duradhara: Mercury and Saturn in 2nd and 12th from Moon.
7.2:Chaamara Yoga by Moon in 9th house and Venus in 7th
house.
8. Jaimini Rajyoga: Amatya karaka aspected by10th lord, in your
Horoscope Amatyakaraka is Venus and is aspected by 10th lord
Jupiter.

8.1: Atmakraka Sun with Matrukaraka Mercury: This yoga shows
gains by land and inheritance.
8.2: Mutual Aspect Of Amatyakaraka and Darakaraka: In your
Horoscope Amatyakaraka is Venus and is having mutual aspect
relationship with Darakaraka Saturn. This Jaimini Yoga indicates
success after marriage and gains from Marriage.
So we have seen some fine details on Rajyoga in your Horoscope
now lets see what malefic combinations are present in your
Horoscope.
Remember a Horoscope always have sets of benefic and malefic
planets in them and a idea of magnitude of success comes after
giving equal weightage to Rajyoga, Malefic Yoga and Dasha.
So in your Horoscope as mentioned in the very beginning that 6th
lord is in 8th house making a union with 7th house lord,same time
Saturn is aspecting your 7th house and Rahu is aspecting your 8th
house from 12th house.
All this shows a direct relationship between malefic house 6th, 8th
and 12th same time maraka Mercury is also involved with them.

In your case Health is very important aspect which should not be
ignored at any cost because that what can cause a break in your
growth flow.
You have already mentioned me that you had losses and health
issues from 2011 to 2014 due to bad health and that happened
because you were in Venus-Venus at that time sand SaturnRahu were transiting from your 8th house.
Let’s see the various areas of your life using rules of Vedic
astrology.

PERSONALITY
Mars is placed in your ascendant which shows a brave and
courageous nature of yours. Same Mars makes you a go getter
and provide you the energy and confidence to handle any
situation.
Mars is a natural malefic and can cause physical injuries in its
dasha.
Mars also gives marks in face and same was confirmed by you
during our pre analysis over phone.

In your horoscope Mars and Venus which is 8th lord is making a
mutual aspect relationship which makes Mars afflicted and
causes sudden bursts of anger in you.
Though direct aspect of Jupiter over Moon slows down that allow
your anger to settle down fast.

MARRIAGE
Here we need to focus on 7th house lord placement and a
through Analysis of navamsha is also required here.
A parallel Analysis via Jaimini and Ashtakvarga should also be
done here to measure the complete depth here.
In your horoscope 7th house is occupied by planet Venus
whereas 7th lord is placed in 8th house with 6th lord Sun.
Mars and Saturn are aspecting your 7th house from ascendant
and 10th house respectively.
In navamsha 7th lord is placed in 12th house where as Venus
which is yogakaraka for navamsha is placed in 7th house.
Darakaraka which is Saturn is placed in 10th house and under
aspect of Mars.

Note: Darakaraka represent Spouse(features of 7th house) and
Ganatikaraka(features of 6th, 8th and 12th house).
Also, in Jaimini Analysis planets in dual sign aspect each other.
In ashtakvarga your 7th house have balanced 26 points and most
importantly its lord Mercury is contributing 6 points to it whereas
Venus which is placed in 7th house is contributing 5 points to 7th
house.
All this shows that you have a love marriage(5th house lord Moon
aspect over ascendant and opposition of Mars and Venus in 1-7
axis).
Your marriage is inter caste and your spouse is from a completely
different background.
She is beautiful and have medium height.
She have good education and is working in a good capacity.
Most likely she will is middle child of her parents.
You in-laws will share a good relationship with you and will help
you whenever you need them.

The only issues which I see here is health of spouse and
arguments between you and her, especially during negative
dasha( will mention it in dasha analysis)
In short marriage will prove helpful for you in terms of money and
prosperity but during negative dahsa there will be incidents which
can bother your peace of mind.
Let’s confirm all this through your Upa- Pada lagan.

Your Upa-Pada lagan is Libra (count 11 house from Saturn), you
will that Moon is placed in 2nd house from it and Venus is placed
in 12th from it.
Which means Upa-Pada lagan is in shubhkarti yoga though both
benefics are debilitated here which despite all the goodness there
will be few issues.
Also, 7th lord from Upa-Pada lagan Mars is falling in 6th house
which also confirms the arguments which you guys will be having
future

CHILDREN
Here your 5th house and its lord need to be Analysed and same
time Putrakaraka should be given equal weightage along with
ashtakvarga bindus.
Not to forget D-9 and Saptamsa aka D-7 should be studied
thoroughly.

D-7
In your horoscope Moon is fifth lord which is placed in 9th house
and is under direct aspect of Ascendant and 10th lord Jupiter.
In the beginning it self I have mentioned that you have a Rajyoga
formed by trine lords and 5th house is one of the participants
here.
In Jaimini Analysis your Putrakaraka is Jupiter which is aspected
by Atmakaraka Sun and Matrikaraka Mercury.

In ashtakvarga 5th house have good 28 bindus and most
importantly Jupiter which have a aspect over your 5th lord Moon
is contributing good 6 bindus to 5th house itself.
Also, I noticed that your Moon have full 8 bindus in Taurus sign
where Jupiter is placed.
It not a coincidence and shows how good your kids are going to
be.
As mentioned by you before that you have one Daughter who was
born in Venus-Moon since Moon is 5th lord it allowed you a child
birth and since she was born in 5th lord sub period she did not had
any health issues.
Your next baby will be a boy and will born Venus-Rahu in period
of March 2021 to November 2021.

CAREER
For Career aspect we need to check condition of 10th house and
its lord. Same time in navamsha also condition of 10th house and
its lord should also be checked.

A parallel analysis of Atmakaraka, Amatyakaraka and
Putrakaraka should also be done and for best results
Karakamasha should also be Analysed.
Need to check ashtakvarga bindus in 3rd, 10th and 11th house
also.
So in your horoscope 10th house lord is Jupiter which is placed in
3rd house under aspect of 5th lord Moon and Saturn is placed in
10th house.
In navamsha 10th house is empty and its lord is placed in 8th
house with Ketu.
Whereas as per Jaimini Analysis your Amatyakaraka which is
Venus is placed in 7th house and is in exchange with Matrikaraka
Mercury.
Amatyakaraka Venus is aspected by Ganatikaraka Mars and
Darakaraka Saturn.
Ashtakvarga score of 3rd house is 28, of 10th house is 31
whereas of 11th house is 32 bindus.
Now what is clearly indicating in your horoscope is that you will be
well known for your work and your current profession will change

and most likely by 2022 you will be doing your own work where
you will be consulting people.
There will be a extra work for you in future which is related to real
estate.
Overall a good position and status you will have, there is a
chance of good amount of fame in your horoscope and I will not
say that it will enormous but atleast you will be known in your city.
Here I would like to answer one of Questions.
Q. Is business related to Hotel or Restaurant suits me? You think
I will own my own Restaurant some day?
And, Yes work related to restaurant will suit you for sure. No
doubt soon you will own your restaurant and I will suggest you to
plan and prepare for it.
As mentioned before in pre Analysis you have significant amount
of inherited land which is shown by 4th lord Mercury in 8th house
and combined aspect of Mars and Saturn to it.
As per dasha it looks like that you start the construction or other
initial work in Venus-Moon because Moon is 5th lord and is placed
in your 9th house under aspect of Jupiter.

Remember direct relation between 5th and 10th house lord is a
Rajyoga and planets are taking you towards the right direction.
But the start of actual work and earning will be from Venus-Mars
which is starting from March 2018.
Now we need to see the time period when it is going to happen.
Here I will do a parallel analysis using Vimshottri and methods of
Jaimini.
As I have mentioned above that Venus-Moon is indicating the
start of process for your own restaurant and it will be completed in
Venus-Mars which is starting in March 2018 and ending at May
2019.
If you look into your Jaimini Chardasha then you will see that you
will start you will be in Cancer-Gemini till July 2017 and CancerTaurus till March 2019.
In order to understand the Chardasha application you need to
switch your D-1 to Cancer first because main period of chardasha
will be of Cancer.
From Cancer see where Karakas are falling with respect to
Cancer sign.

Above Image shows that your Atmakaraka Sun and Matrikaraka
Mercury is falling into 4th house which is a house of land,
construction and even signifies work related to food and
restaurant.
And 4th lord Venus is falling into 3rd house which is of business
and same time Venus is your Amatyakaraka also which confirms
that Cancer Chardasha will give you work related to food and
restaurant.

Also aspect of Ganatikaraka Mras over Amatyakaraka Venus in
3rd house indicates that you will get the required funds via Loans.
And char dasha of Cancer-Taurus which is starting from July2018 and ending at March 2019 is showing the completion and
gains from it because Taurus falls in 11th from Cancer sign and
Taurus sign have Putrakarka Jupiter in it.
So here I will put an end to Career analysis.
Let’s Move on to Health part where I think you need to pay some
attention.

HEALTH
Health in a Horoscope is primarily seen from ascendant and its
lord, same time resistance to disease and proness to injury is
seen from 6th house and its lord and not to forget 7th house and its
lord which are known as Maraka and Markesh should be given a
special importance.

In your Horoscope ascendant lord is Jupiter which is under aspect
of 5th lord Moon and is retrograde.
Your ascendant lord seems to be in a good shape but ascendant
is aspected by 8th lord Venus is not considered as good and can
give long term health issues which can be hard to diagnose.
But without looking into 6th house and its lord condition we cannot
much about your Health, so in your case 6th lord is Sun who is
debilitated in 8th house with 7th lord Mercury and same time Ketu
is sitting in 6th house.
In other word a inauspicious union of 6th and 7th house lord is
Happening in your 8th house where 8th lord is making a exchange
with 7th lord.
It is warning sign and right now you are actually quite young but
as soon as you with your 40 things will becomes not so favorable
for you as far as Health is concerned.
You have mentioned me in your email that from 2011 to 2013 you
and some health issues and I checked in dasha, at that time you
were in Venus-Venus and Saturn was transiting through your 8th
house and for 1.8 years in that period Rahu was also with Saturn.

No doubt that period was painful and full of agony for you and to
avoid such situation you need to adopt a healthy lifestyle.
For your reference I will highlight the dasha where health is not
looking favorable for you.
Venus-Rahu, Venus-Saturn and Venus-Ketu demands extra
efforts from your side.

DAHSA ANALYSIS
Venus-Moon is currently going on and will last till March 2018 and
as stated earlier in Career section you will be planning and
executing your dream plan of your own restaurant in it.
Health, Relationship and every other aspect will be good during
this dasha and as such no issues are seen.
From 26th October 2017 Saturn will be leaving your dasha lord in
its transits and from there you will be having more better time.
Venus-Mars: Easily Mars sub period is going to be the best period
of your life so far, Mars is lord of 2nd and 9th house and is sitting in
your ascendant itself.

Also, Mars is in Pushkar Navamsha and is aspected by Venus
which is creating a rare Rajyoga as mentioned in the beginning of
the report.
But due to Venus-Mars mutual association in 1-7 axis, I think
there are chances of you to fall for other women and for your best
interest it is best that you avoid it.
Venus-Rahu: This period is indicating two things first Health
issues and Second abroad visits.
Also there will be unnecessary expenditure during this period best
is to plan it wisely.
June 2021 is indicating some sudden gains in your life whereas
October 2021 is indicating a ceremony in your spouse family.
Overall a period of expenditure for you though you will be earning
in equal measure during this period.

Venus-Jupiter: I would say this will be this period will be the best
32 months of your life and you should try to make the most out of
it.

Especially period from July 2021 to March 2025 will be the best
period and as you can see during this time frame you will be in
char dasha of Leo.

As you can see that from Leo your 10th house have Putrakaraka
Jupiter in it, same way Darakaraka Saturn is in 5th house from
Leo.

All this shows a win-win period for you.

CHAR DASHA

Let’s see the answers to your questions where I will give time
period where specific events are likely to happen.

Q. How will be my married life and where precautions are
required.
Answer: See there are mixed combinations in your Horoscope as
far as Marital Disharmony is concerned.

7th lord is in 8th house with 6th house lord and we all know it is not
a desirable position for 7th house lord. Though there is positive
Jupiter aspect over 7th house and 7th lord(Jupiter is in retrograde
state).
Same time auspicious aspect of 9th lord Mars over 7th house and
its lord Mercury is also giving some scope of relief for you.
As mentioned in the beginning it self that Marriage will prove
auspicious for career and money but due to bad placement of 7th
lord there will be arguments with the spouse.

Q. What are the chances of me to settle abroad.
Answer: For abroad residence 4th house in a Horoscope should
be afflicted and same time 12th house lord and role of Rahu
should also be there.
In your Horoscope 4th house lord Mercury is badly placed in 8th
house with 6th lord Sun, which is really supportive for abroad
residence.

Also, your 12th lord Saturn is placed in 10th house and is
aspecting 4th house from there which again confirm that you have
bright chances of going abroad for a long period of time.
Your Rahu in 12th house equally supports that.
Now let’s see your D-4 which have information regarding
residence related matters.

D-4

In your D-4 Saturn is occupying the ascendant and 4th house
have 12th lord Mars in it with exalted Venus.
Mars in 4th house with Venus shows prosperity in a abroad place.
Also, Venus is 11th house lord and in D-4, 11th house is very
important because it shows fulfillment of desires.
Here is your D-4 see yourself how good it is for abroad residence.

D-4

Q.How is my wealth I future?
For wealth and finance we need to look into 2nd and 11th house
basically and there relationship with ascendant lord gives easy
access to wealth.
When 5th and 9th lord gets involved with it, then the magnitude
become very high.
Obviously we need to look into Laabh Mandook Hora or Indu
Lagana for it also.
I prefer to see Laabh Mandook Hora instead of Indu Lagana.
And in the end Dasha plays a very important role in it.
In your horoscope 2nd lord is Mars and same is lord of 9th house
also.
Mars is placed in Ascendant itself.
11th lord in your horoscope is Saturn and is placed in 10th house.
Which means 2nd and 11th house lord are in Kendra from each
other.
Which means there is a relationship between 2nd and 11th
house.

Most important to see here is that both 2nd and 11th lord Mars
are placed in Sign of Jupiter who is making a direct relationship
with 5th lord Mars.
So in other words your ascendant,2nd,5th,9th and 10th house are
connected with each other and is a Grand Dhanyoga in your
horoscope.
Also, Jupiter is placed in sign of Taurus which is owned by Venus
and Venus is aspecting your ascendant where Mars is placed and
Venus is aspected by Saturn.
So Venus is also connected to your Dhanyoga here and shows
how your spouse(Venus Karaka of Spouse) and
Inheritence(Venus is lord of 8th house) will play a Important role
in rise of your wealth.
Now here role of Dahsa is very important and currently you are in
Venus Mahadasha till 2032.
And Venus-Moon, Venus-Mars ,Venus-Saturn and Venus-Jupiter
will give you significant amount of wealth and youn have back to
back 7 years to earn wealth.
And 7 year is a lot of time and it is highly advisable to make most
out of it.

Now we need to look what kind of activity or direction from where
you will be making money.
So for that we need to see that your Horoscope have two major
indication first is your own work and second from abroad sources.
If we combine them business in india and abroad will give you
major wealth.
And same is confirmed from your laabh mandook Hora.
In your Laabh Mandook Hora, ascendant lord Saturn is placed in
12th house and lord of 12th house is placed in 5th house
aspecting 11th house.
11th lord Mars is placed in 3rd house aspecting 9th and 10th lord
Mercury and Venus. Not to forget Mercury and Venus in 10th
house are creating Dharmakarmadhipati Yoga.

LAABH MANDOOK HORA

Q.How you think my property will be in future like gains from real
estate?
Answer: For this we need to look into 4th house, Mars and
Saturn.
In your Horoscope 4th lord is Mercury which is placed in 8th
house with 6th lord Sun.
It shows some issues with your property matters and chances of
loss in land deals.

Mars and Saturn mutual kendra relationship and Mars being
placed in kendra to Saturn shows that despite the loss you will still
manage the profits in the end.

REMEDIES
You need two fold remedies where the first step is to increase the
strength of your benefics i.e. Jupiter, Mars and Moon.
This can be done via using Yellow Sapphire of 2 carats for
Jupiter, Red Coral of 4 carats for Mars and Sea Water Pearl of 1
carats for Moon.
Not to forget all these Gemstones should be of Jyotish Quality
and for your own reference following features should be present
in a Gemstone to make it work for Gemtherapy.
1. It should be natural.
2. It should not be heated or tempered in any way.
3. In case of Sapphires there should be clearity of atleast 90%.
4. They should be free from Dosha/Flaws mentioned in Vedic
Hindu Texts.

5. They should be cracked.
6. They should not have any ugly marks over them.
7. They should be beautiful looking.

All these criteria are actually hard to achieve and that is hwy
Gemtherapy works for only few people.
Now the other step is to pacify the malefic planets in your
Horoscope which are as follows.
1.Ketu
2.Venus.
3.Saturn.
4. Sun.
Here either you can take each planet separately and perform
remedies related to it.
Or you can read Vishnusahtaranaam Daily. Remember
Vishnusahastranaam is mentioned in B.P.H.S by Sage
Parashar and works for all kind of problems.

I will elaborate on this if you are interested in reading
Vishnusahastranaam.
Otherwise visit temple as much as possible and pour a
mixture of water, honey ,milk, ghee and curd in a utensil and
after that offer some seasonal flower and fruits on it.
Sit there for a while a meditate on Shiva and if possible
chant Mahamritunjaya Mantra.
This will cover the pacification part and you will see how
positive mind and surrounding will start benefiting you.
Always remember in remedies it is the intent which is more
important and the higher source of energy reward you for the
intent.

